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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SAGE® Releases New Version of Industry-Leading Product Research
Tool
SAGE releases version 5.5 of SAGE Online™ complete with Supplier
Verified Data and Virtual Design Studio.
Carrollton, TX (January 15, 2007) – SAGE | Quick Technologies Inc.
(sageworld.com) has announced the release of SAGE Online Version 5.5. This
update to the widely-used product research tool includes over one hundred
additions, including Supplier Verified Data and a Virtual Design Studio for all of
the 800,000 promotional products listed in SAGE Online.
Supplier Verified Data, one of the integral components in the new version,
provides industry suppliers the ability to update, add, delete and verify product
information. Products that have been reviewed and approved by the supplier will
appear in SAGE Online with a Verified by Supplier™ logo. Distributors will know
as soon as the search results return that the information is current and accurate.
“Searching for a product and when we find it, seeing that the supplier has
verified that everything from the price to the imprint method is accurate is an
incredible step for product research in this industry,” says Clay Hughey, President
of Footprint Marketing, a Dallas-based distributor of promotional products. “It is
going to give us more time to do what we do best…sell the products.”
As part of version 5.5, SAGE is also incorporating the SAGE Virtual Design
Studio™, which enables distributors to easily add their clients’ logos on any of
-more-

the over 800,000 products listed in SAGE Online to create customized “virtual”
samples.
In addition, this newest release of SAGE Online includes additional search
and sort options, multiple sort capability, improved picture resolution, new
Presentation Publisher layouts, spell-checking within the Presentation Publisher,
and much more.
This update, like all SAGE Online updates, will be provided without
additional charge to all SAGE Online subscribers. Subscribers will automatically
receive the update by the end of January.
SAGE, based in Carrollton, Texas, is the leading provider of information
and marketing solutions to the promotional products industry providing product
research tools, websites, e-commerce solutions, end user catalogs, artwork
services, tradeshows and traveling tradeshows.
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